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VisionID, a leading systems integrator and man
aged service provider in South Tipperary have
launched their very own corporate academy
SPANISH GRINDS
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FACE
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The VisionID Academy offers tailored programmes for those interested
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According
a McKinsey
& Company study,
businesses have surprised themselves with the
speed and success of their digital initiatives in
responseD
toEthe
On averLECovid-19
PREPApandemic.
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ION the equivage, digital transformation
A2of-progress
alent of seven years
C2 in a matter of
months. In line with these trends VisionID has
been doing extensive work on developing our
portfolio as so we can support our customers
through this change. As a result of adding to our
EXPERTS
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portfolio VisionID
has hired 10 new employees
through the pandemic and look to sustain this
NOW
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growth by hiring 30 new employees in the next 3
years.
These programmes are tailored to the individual based on experience and areas of interFor more information,
est. VisionID’s entry level programmes are suitvisit:
ed to
thosewww.spaniology.com
with no relevant qualification but a
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more
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85 20
industry. Whilst their intermediate and senior
programmes are designed for people coming
from university or who have previously worked
in their specified interest area before. The programmes are ICT accredited up to the equivalent of a level 8.
To celebrate the launch of the VisionID Academy, VisionID are inviting those who are interested to attend their Virtual Open Day on
August 18th.
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my, while also engaging with
VisionID Employees and Managers.
In 2019 VisionID were
proudly named the winners of
the award for Best Employer
for Training, Development
and Well Being, at the Tipperary Business Awards. “Since
opening its doors in 2000
VisionID has made the train-

ing and development of our
employees a top priority and
opening an academy has been
a goal of ours for years”. Robert
Jones, Managing Director at
VisionID.
At VisionID, our mission is
to optimise businesses operational efficiency and productivity by connecting our client’s
physical and digital opera-

tions. We provide our clients
with complete visibility of their
critical assets and information.
We this by continuously innovating, driving disruptive solutions and investing in our high
calibre dedicated team.
The VisionID academy
hopes to start welcoming prospects from later in the summer
of 2021.

White Rabbit sauces perfect for BBQ weather!
Following his graduation from UCC
with the Diploma in
Speciality Food Production programme
Stephen Vaughan
very successfully
launched his range
of BBQ sauces,
which he developed
for use in the White
Rabbit Bar and BBQ,
on Cork’s MacCurtain st. Stephen
was delighted to be
selected as a supplier

of these sauces
on the Grow With
Aldi programme.
Like others on the
Diploma, Stephen
benefitted from the
wide range of technical and business
topics provided by
the course, plus
the many opportunities to network
with like-minded
food entrepreneurs,
trainers and support
agencies.

Stephen Vaughan.

Success on a plate!
Recent graduates
Norza Daud-Collins
and May O’Donovan
would both agree
that participating in
the UCC’s part-time
Diploma in Speciality Food Production
programme last year
made a big difference
to the successful
development of
their food businesses. Norza, owner
of Malay Kitchen
restaurants in Cork,
has developed a
range of wonderful

May O’Donovan.

Norza Daud-Collins.

sauces and pastes,
which can be bought
through the shops or

website.
May’s wide range
of fabulous Asian

food products can be
bought in her store
‘SensAsian Fare’
in Ballincollig, or
at the Mahon Point
farmer’s market.
Both businesses have
benefitted from the
wide range of technical and business
topics provided by
the Diploma, plus
the many opportunities to network
with like-minded
food entrepreneurs,
trainers and support
agencies.

Applications are now being taken for the next cycle of this Diploma,
and substantial funding is available for eligible applicants.
The Diploma will start on 12th October 2021 and will run on a part-time basis until May 2022.
Blended delivery: the course content will be delivered in 2021/2022 using a blend of on-line/virtual and
face-to-face/on-campus delivery methods.
To learn more you can contact Dr Angela Sheehan, a.sheehan@ucc.ie, or by visit www.ucc.ie/en/ﬁtu.
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We are now taking applications for the next cycle of
UCC’s part-time Diploma in Speciality Food Production
Past participants have described this course as invaluable and would strongly
recommend it to those starting or developing artisan and speciality food businesses.
Many graduates have gone on to develop successful food enterprises.
The diploma starts on 12th October 2021 and will run on a part-time basis until May 2022.
The programme is typically delivered every three weeks (Tuesday and Wednesday), and
consists of lectures in conjunction with practical’s,case studies,site visits and workshops.
Blended delivery: the course content will be delivered in 2021/2022 using a blend of
on-line/virtual and face-to-face/on-campus delivery methods.
The fee for the diploma is €2800 and funding (64%) is available for eligible applicants.
The closing date is 24th September 2021.
An application form and more information can be obtained from Dr Angela Sheehan,
Programme Manager, a.sheehan@ucc,ie or by visiting www.ucc.ie/en/ﬁtu.

